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Allen Carr's Easy Method to Stop Smoking is definitely a self-help classic, with over 20m copies
sold worldwide. It outsells all the quit smoking titles combined. It has been a #1 bestseller in nine
European countries. This seminal reserve has enabled millions of smokers to quit quickly and
enjoyably using Carr's simple, drug-free strategy. This edition provides been developed designed for
smokers in the US. (Allen Carr)
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I don't miss cigarette smoking - AT ALL! Bought and successfully quit within one month. This book
worked for me personally and my mom. I must say i watched that my taking in didn't change and it
didn't but I still put on the 10pounds.. I didn't have to. I smoked my last cigarette on July 14, 2015
and I've not looked back again. I smoked for over 20 years and today I have been free for over
half a year. In a perfect world, there would be stacks of the sitting in every health care facility.
MUST Go through! I quit once for approximately a year in 2005-6, cool turkey. :) YES, I said better
smelling you because cigarettes really do make you stink. You just have to continue reading and
maintain praying until the end.The last six-plus months appear to have been different. Works
wonders, actually works! I feel relieved of a burden. I am confident I will never smoke once again
and I am so grateful for that. I wanted to give up. I cant believe reading a publication actually
worked. Stop.I think attempting to quit/being ready is an important little bit of why this book worked
for me personally. I was open to the power of recommendation and it helped me change my
perspective on stopping from one of fear and missing out, to 1 of pleasure and gratitude. My hubby
is still a smoker and I cannot actually get him to carefully turn a few pages, therefore i know it's an
individual decision and one that only the smoker could make... but if YOU are looking for a path to
become a nonsmoker, I suggest you give this book a try. I've got it for and suggested it to
countless people? This is the easiest way, possibly the only way, to avoid smoking permanently. I
QUICKLY remembered somebody mentioning this book and I figured for under $15 and with the
quantity of positive testimonials, it was worth a shot..I purchased the book and still left it on the
coffee table for weekly or two.. The hardest component of this was just reading the reserve. I really
believe in you, that you can do it! twenty years and one pack a day - after hearing the audiobook
and reading the actual reserve, finishing with the six hour seminar —> stop smoking. Simple. Avoid
being afraid, simply buy it.Edit: around this review January 11, 2018 I am 8 weeks nicotine free of
charge.! It did take my brain a while to catch up with the actual fact that I didn't smoke any more.
Following day I was still cigarette smoking. I was disappointed. Then less than a week afterwards it's
like the terms soaked in. I stop smoking April 8th. I am in rooms that people smoke in rather than
think of smoking. I smoked 2 packs a day time for some of my life. If you are truly seriously
interested in quitting this is actually the way to go.this book will show you how to stop without
another nasty habit.. There is certainly something concerning this book. It gives you truth about
smokes. And it reaches your subconscious without you truly trying. I bought 2 more copies of the
book and presently lent them out. No. It's just the truth. Sometimes I fantasy i smoked and even in
my dream I am therefore devastated that I will have to start once more. When I awaken I'm relieved.
I thought i loved smoking. I didnt. I don't think about them now. Dr. I browse it in 2 days in March
2018, and also have yet to contact another cigarette after smoking nearly 25 years. Some ppl
have asked me whether it's hypnosis. More ppl should know about this book It really is easy and
didn't bother me a bit We am 47 years aged and started smoking when I was 14. I have already
been a non smoker for 2 1/2 weeks now.. No pounds gain. Felt as though I was denying myself the
pleasure and pleasure of smoking. I only desire the method were even more widespread and
embraced by the mainstream medical community. I actually also give up before I got to the end of
the book but I still finished reading it. That is the most stressed I've ever been.. Incredible I read this
publication in 3 hours. For example, on my way house from work, I'd grab my purse to observe if I
had a need to stop and get cigarettes (Oh Wait around! I don't smoke any longer, silly female
...LOL) Or I'd grab a cigarette to light when We reached a particular road I was journeying on (Again!
Hey I don't smoke cigarettes!. Picked it up after I returned from a holiday.try it for yourself as well as
your loved ones. Therefore now I'm working on getting the 10lbs off. Once I began reading, I didn't
quit until I got my last cigarette that same day time! Read the book and become a healthier and



better smelling you! I hated it, was miserable, cried a lot and missed cigarette smoking all the time.
Actually, you can look forward to it and get thrilled at this time. God Bless and ALL THE BEST
Many thanks Allen Carr Before you try other things, try scanning this book .! I REALLY DO NOT
MISS IT :) The brilliance in this technique is based on the destruction of a myth: that cigarettes are
valuable in some way. Before you try other things, try scanning this book.. After I completed
reading, I stopped smoking-and I've stayed smoke free ever since-t's been three years. I got a forty
12 months habit. No withdrawal symptoms. This publication and prayer does indeed work. You can
also skip expensive medications & Please. Just read it and allow it work. I actually was told about
the reserve by a pal. Some worked for some days others perhaps a week... Trust me I doubted it
big time but once I heard my best friends brother who smoked 2 packs a day time for 30 years
quit after reading the book I was intrigued.!. In regards to a month later my dad finished up in icu on
a vent. It is amazing what the publication offers.. I do not miss cigarette smoking. Most sensible thing
I ever do.I could honestly say We am a non smoker Ideal book I have read and the BEST thing I
have done for my personal! NRTs, just examine.. I don't crave them. Carr systematically dismantles
every reason you ever believed that you enjoyed smoking. So this publication is hella interesting.
Accept this, allow the medication to leave your system, and walk away forever.. Contrary to
popular belief, you do not need to dread stopping. You do not realize until you quit and smell it on
others. Give this a chance. I won't say giving up was "easy" for me but this book managed to get
possible and I've by no means looked back. As I was reading it, I kept thinking to myself 'there is
certainly no way this is likely to work' but it surely did.I started cigarette smoking when We was in
high school, 15 or 16. FREEDOM!Buy this book; I AN CLEAR OF NICOTINE!!.! Good book, too bad
I’m not normal. The TRUTH: cigarettes do nothing at all other than relieve the effective withdrawal
installed by the previous cigarette.. But I really do recommend this reserve to those who are trying to
give up, really all about perseverence when it’s all said and done. Works!Allen Carr should be
sainted. Saved my life! I quit almost 9 years back after reading this book. Good fortune!. I believe
that in the event that you read it with in just a few days instead of weeks it works. I can sit in a
space with smokers rather than even think about it(actually happened within my mom's). Cold
turkey. I dont have any urges or consider smoking that I've experienced on with all the methods. I
was prepared, but I was intimidated and worried I would again miss it permanently, so I just wait
again and again. I've tried pills, patches, e ciggs , and gum. He said men offshore had read it and 8
out of 10 of them stop smoking and dipping. But I ultimately ended up smoking again. I threw out a
fifty percent pack of ciggs after I finished reading, that i would have under no circumstances done
before, without a second thought.! Been trying to quit smoking for approximately 15 years and
crazy as this sounds but once you read the last word of the reserve you know you’re prepared to
stop, and you’re ready to enjoy it this time. read them believed what do I have to drop I smoked up
till last web page. It certainly was easy. My advice, try it, go through it with in just a few days and
see. Was a confirmed, moderate to heavy smoker from that time forward (1/2 pack to pack+ a
day).!!! OMG...) The only additional down fall is certainly that I did gain 10pounds.where has this
publication been all my years of trying to quit.. Read most (3/4), but in all honesty, I by no means
finished the reserve...all I could say could it be worked for me.. It really is easy and didn't bother me
a bit. My father was a smoker before that, he quit when he got out of medical center, and is
already smoking once again... gum and vapor and do you know what always returned.. I go
through it, smoking the whole time. And 8 years later I am still a non-smoker! I didnt even consider
smoking.I have often quit and had patches...all I could say is many thanks. It is that easy, not
kidding..to everyone that left comments upon this book.. And yes it was the cheapest and fastest
way to quit. Easy is the word. It Really worked Ok I hardly ever write testimonials, but this reserve



helped me give up smoking..WOW is most I could say. So with much skepticism I attempted it..I
have been in thus many places where We thought I needed a smoke cigarettes before now NOPE
..!.! Woohoo! I, a 30 year smoker and her, a 40 season smoker were both able to quit easily, with
no anger problems, no craving, and discovered the experience enjoyable.. The Nicotine, I believe
does actually affect your metabolism....I was a 33 yr smoker.! It creates u want to quit however I’m
not really normal so that it didn’t quite work for me personally. Read this. Allen Carr is usually a
HERO, preserved my life I've been smoke-free for 4 years because of this book..! good luck!!and
OMG the amount of money I am saving.
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